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LO SUMMARY

From December 1997 to January 1998, Geoserve Canada Inc performed line cutting 

and horizontal loop electromagnetic surveys on the Coulson Property of Sterling Pacific 

Resources. Eight conductors, believed to be caused by bedrock sources, were located by 

the HLEM surveys, one of which coincides with the location of a diamond drill 

intersection of J.5% copper over 0.8 m, obtained in 1968. Additional HLEM survey 

coverage and diamond drilling of the conductors outlined to date are recommended.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

From December 1997 to January, 1998, crews from Geoserve Canada Inc performed line 
cutting and HLEM surveys on the Coulson Property of Sterling Pacific Resources. The 
results of these surveys form the basis of this report.

The property is located in northern Coulson Township, ON, approximately 63 lcm north- 
northwest of Kirkland Lake, ON, and approximately 20 km northeast of Matheson, ON. 
Access may be gained by snowmobile trails which connect to a series of bush roads 
heading to Highway 101.

The objective of this program was to locate areas which may host base metal and/or gold 
deposits.

3.0 REGIONAL GEOLOGY

Green (1992) describes the regional geology as follows:

"Regionally, the area lies on the north limb of the Blake River synclinorium. The region 
is predominantly underlain by a subaqueous assemblage of ultramafic to felsic (minor) 

metavolcanic rocks and related shallow-level sills of the tholeiitic and komatiitic 
Stoughton Roquemaure Group which enclose metasedimentary rocks of the Porcupine 
Group and disconformably overlie mafic to felsic metavolcanic rocks of the Hunter Mine
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Group (see Figure 2). All of these units are cut by three later diabase dyke swarms of 

Archean-Middle Proterozoic age".

It is perhaps significant that the Hunter Mine Group is contemporaneous with the Kidd 

Creek Assemblage (Johnstone, 1991).

4.0 PROPERTY GEOLOGY

The property was geologically mapped in 1992 by Noranda. The following description 

is taken directly from the report by Green (1992).

"In a regional sense, the property is underlain by rocks of the Stoughton Roquemaure 

Group and occurs on the north, overturned limb of a broad syncline, cored by Porcupine 

Group sediments in central Coulson and Warden Township. The central property is 

dominated by a west-northwest trending, 200-300 m thick sequence of felsic- 

intermediate volcanics that hosts a belt of AEM anomalies for a 11 km strike length. 

These felsic intermediate-volcanics are both overlain and underlain by mafic volcanic 

rocks or in places are overlain by Porcupine Group sediments. All rocks are intruded by 

gabbroic dykes and sills and are cut by later felsic porphyritic dykes and northeast 

trending diabase dykes (see Figure 3).

In detail, outcrops are generally restricted to the northern part of the property and 

comprise ^07o by area. Essentially all outcrops expose medium-dark green, fine grained 

massive and pillowed tholeiitic basalt flows. These rocks are typically massive with little 

or no foliation development.
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Only two outcrops of Porcupine Group sediments were mapped on the south edge of the 

property in Coulson Township (Map l). These outcrops consist of light green coloured, 

fine grained bedded argillite and siltstone with bedding oriented l l O0 and dipping 450 
to north...

A NNW trending fault in Coulson Township offsets stratigraphy by approximately 300 

m in a dextral sense...

The regionally extensive Shallow River Fault is interpreted to past through the property 

and is located within the unexposed belt of AEM conductors in felsic to intermediate 
volcanic rocks.

Gabbro outcrops rarely and consists of fine-medium grained cross-cutting dykes and lense 

shaped sills within the stratigraphy. Late diabase dykes cut stratigraphy in a northeast 
orientation.

Felsic volcanic rocks do not outcrop on the property. However, light green pillowed 

intermediate (dacitic) flows outcrop in several places on the Shallow River at the western 
end of the property. Five drill holes testing EM conductors on the property intersected 
altered, light grey-green felsic to intermediate tuffs and flows, along with graphitic 

sediments. One hole (T-7, Area Mines, 1965) drilled on the Warden-Coulson Township 

boundary intersected t.5% Cu over 0.8 m in altered felsic, near two thin graphite 

bands".
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5.0 PREVIOUS WORK

The extensive overburden cover and remote location meant that the area received 

relatively little attention from early prospectors. Ginn and Leahy (l961) mapped the 

area for the ODM in 1961, Airborne magnetometer and EM surveys were conducted by 

the OGS in 1984. Other work completed on various parts of the property is summarized 

as follows:

In 1962-1965, Canadian Nickel Company Ltd conducted airborne magnetometer and 

EM surveys.

In 1964-1968, Area Mines Ltd carried out magnetometer, VLEM and geological surveys, 

and drilled three holes. One hole intersected altered felsic volcanics with stringer pyrite 

and graphitic sediments and returned t.5% Cu over 0.8 m.

In 1965, Noranda Exploration conducted magnetometer, VLEM, HLEM and geological 

surveys over part of the property.

Also in 1965, the Twin Falls Syndicate carried out magnetometer and VLEM surveys 

over the west part of the property. The "Falls" gold showing returned up to 400 ppb Au 

from grab samples. Three holes were drilled.

In 1974, Abitibi Paper Company Ltd conducted airborne magnetometer and EM surveys 

in Coulson and Rickard Townships.

In 1975, Mcintyre Mines Ltd carried out magnetometer and HLEM surveys in north- 

central Coulson Township.
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In 1988, Raney Minerals Limited completed line cutting, HLEM and magnetics surveys 

and geological compilation in adjacent Warden Township.

In 1987-1988, Hedman Resources completed line cutting, HLEM and magnetics surveys 

over the present property. No follow-up work was completed.

In 1992, Noranda Exploration conducted HLEM, geology and soil surveys over the 

present property. Diamond drilling of selected HLEM conductors was recommended but 

never carried out.

6.0 1997-98 WORK

6. l Line Cutting

In December, 1997, crews from Geoserve Canada Inc cut a total of 59.2 Ion of line grid 

on the property. This consisted of a baseline, 9. l km long at an orientation of 2840 Az 

and 76 cross lines, comprising 49. l Ion and l .0 Ion in 2 tie lines. All lines were chained 

at 25 m intervals.

6.2 HLEM SURVEY

6.2.1 Procedure

Between January 15 and January 30, 1998, crews conducted the HLEM survey. Crews 

used the max-min 1-9 to read 440 Hz and 1760 Hz with a 150 m coil separation. Both 

In-Phase and Out-Of-Phase elements were read along all cross lines. A total of 1964 

readings were taken at 25 m intervals for a total of 49. l km.
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6.2.2 Results

Several conductors were located on the property, generally trending in a northeast- 

southwest direction. The majority of these lie within a corridor from 200N to 400S on 

the local grid and are 200 to 500 m south of the magnetically inferred base of the 

Stoughton-Roquemauve Group. The conductors may be further divided into a number 

of separate conductive horizons, labelled A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H from north to south and 

anomalies Z l to Z4. Continuity between the different sections of these conductors often 

is not established simply due to the limits of the survey coverage.

Conductor A occurs discontinuously from Line 3700W through to the western most 

limits of the survey on Line 8300W. The anomaly profiles are not complete on Lines 

3700W and 4600W due to the survey limits. This anomaly is strongest and best 

represented from Lines 7800W to 8300W. The 1760 Hz survey in particular indicates 

possible multiple conductive zones. The width of the source is inferred to reach a 

maximum of approximately l O m on Line 81OOW. Good conductivity and profile width 

over 150 m classifies this as a bedrock conductor of moderate strength.

Conductor B occurs discontinuously from Lines 4600W to 8300W. Partial profiles on 

Lines 5300W to 5700W are difficult to interpret but nonetheless show good widths. 

The most continuous part of this conductor is from L5800W to L6000W, where a width 

of approximately 5 m is interpreted for the source. Discontinuities in this conductor 

between L6700W and L8300W are almost certainly due to discontinuities in the source 

stratigraphy. At the west end of the property, profiles for conductors A and B merge.

Conductor C is the strongest and most continuous of the conductors on the property 

and extends from L2000W to L6500W. Through out much of this length, ie from
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L2000W to L2600W and L4800W to L6500W, the limits of the survey result in 

incomplete profiles, maiding interpretation difficult. The strongest part of this conductor 

appears to be from L4400W to 4600W, where multiple conductive zones are indicated. 

Source widths here are interpreted to be up to 10 m. Multiple conductive zones are also 

indicated from Lines 3800W to 4100W. OGS airborne magnetic data indicates an area 

of higher magnetics approximately 400 m to the north, a situation which is analogous 

to that known to host copper mineralization on the east end of the property (see 

conductor G below). Generally, conductor C classifies as a strong to very strong bedrock 

conductor. Note that this conductor is open east of L2000W.

Conductor D occurs from L4000W to L4600W and is mainly seen in the 1760 Hz 

survey. The lack of width on the profiles and low conductivity classify this as a weak 

conductor probably in bedrock but, which may be due to bedrock ledge/overburden 

affects.

Conductor E occurs from L3800W to L4400W. Again, the conductor profiles are 

generally less than 150 m wide. The exception is on L4600W, where a wider response 

indicates a source width of l to 3 m, probably in bedrock. The conductor is weak, 

however.

Conductor F occurs on Lines 3800W and 4000W. The response is weak, but is 

interesting in that multiple zones are possibly indicated.

Conductor G occurs from L400E to 500W. A weak, partial response is seen on L700W 

in the 1760 Hz survey, possibly indicating continuity to this line. The conductor is thus 

open to the west. Conductors G and C may represent the same
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horizon, as they trend toward each other and appear to occupy a similar stratigraphic 

interval. A moderately conductive bedrock source is indicated, with a source width up 

to 25 m on L200E. Multiple conductive horizons are indicated from L l GOE to L300W. 

In 1968, Area Mines Ltd drilled this conductor near the Coulson/Warden Township line 

and intersected J.5% Cu over 0.8 m. A grid south dip is inferred. A prominent 

magnetic high, representing the base of the Stoughton-Roquemauve Group, is present 

approximately 200 m north of this conductor.

Conductor H occurs near the south end of Lines 500W and 700W. The response is 

very weak.

Anomalies Zl, Z2, Z3 and Z4 are also located on Lines 500W and 700W. The Out-Of- 

Phase response suggests these are not caused by bedrock sources. The crews conducting 

the survey indicated that steep cliffs were present int these areas, so cable shortening is 

suspected as a possible cause of these anomalies.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Eight bedrock conductors and four anomalies suspected to be "false conductors" were 

located on the property by the HLEM surveys. One of the conductors, "G" was tested 

by diamond drilling in 1968, returning an intersection of 1.596 Cu over 0.8 m. 

Interpretation is hampered by conductor profiles which are only partly defined due to 

the limits of the survey. In order to advance the property, it is recommended that:
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1. HLEM survey coverage be increased. In particular, coverage north of conductor 

A on Lines 4400W to 6000W and south of conductor C on Lines 2000W to 

2700W and 4800W to 8200W would fully define these anomalies. Extending 

Lines 5100W to 5400W and 6100W to 7200W to the north may locate 

conductor A in these areas. Extending Lines 3000W to 3500W may locate 

conductor C in this area. Extending the survey coverage to include the area 

between the east end of conductor C and the west end of conductor G may locate 

extensions to these conductors.

2. Diamond drilling of the conductors located to date is warranted, especially 

considering that conductor G is underlain by a known copper showing.
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Respectfully Submitted For Approval,
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Date

Rodney A Barber
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9.0 CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATIONS

I, Rodney Alan Barber, residing at 119 Lois Crescent, Timmins, ON., certify that:

1. I hold a B.Se. (Honours) in Geology, obtained from Laurentian University, Sudbury, ON 
in 1988.

2. I have worked within the mineral exploration and mining industries since 1988, with an 
emphasis on northeastern Ontario for the last 7 years.

3. This report is the product of the examination of the survey results which accompany this 
report, published geological reports, maps and selected Assessment Files located in the 
Resident Geologists Office, Kirkland Lake, ON.

4. I have no direct interest in Sterling Pacific Resources or the Shallow River 
Property.

t, .
Date

Rodney A. Barber
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10.0 Equipment Specifications &L Survey Theory 
10.1.0 Apex MaxMin 1-9 Description
 The MaxMin I ground Horizontal Loop ElectroMagnetic (HLEM) systems are designed for mineral (St water exploration 
and for geoengineering applications. They expand the highly popular MaxMin II and III EM system concepts. The 
frequency range (in Hz) is extended to seven octaves from four. The ranges and numbers of coil separations are increased 
and new operating modes are added. The receiver can also be used independently for measurements with power line 
sources. The advanced spheric and powerline noise rejection is further improved, resulting in faster and more accurate 
surveys, particularly at large coil separations. Several receivers may be operated along a single reference scale. Mating plug 
in data acquisition computer is available for use with MaxMin I for automatic digital acquisition and processing. The 
computer specifications are in separate data sheets. 
10.1.2 Specifications

 Frequencies 110, 220, 440, 880, 1760, 3520, 7040, 14080 Hz plus 50/60HZ powerline frequency (receiver 
only).

 Modes MAX1: HL mode, Tx & Rx coil planes horizontal and coplanar. 
MAX2: V coplanar loop mode, Tx &L Rx coil planes V 6*. coplanar 
MAX3: V coaxial loop mode, Tx S. Rx coil planes V &L coaxial 
MINI: P loop mode l ( Tx coil plane H S. Rx coil plane V. 
MIN2: P loop mode 2 (Tx coil plane V fi. Rx coil plane H.

 Coil Separation 12.5,25,50,75,100,125,150,200,300,400 meters standard. 
10,20,40,60,80,100,120,160,200,240,320 m, internal option

50,100,200,300,400,500,600,800,1000,1200,1600ft internal opt -Parameters IP and Qcomponents of
the secondary magnetic field, in 96 Measure of primary (Tx) fid. Fid amplitude and/or tilt of PL fid. -Readouts

Analog direct readouts on edgewise panel meters for IP, Q and tilt, and for 50/60HZ amplitude.
Additional digital readouts when using the DAC, for which interfacing and controls are
provided for plug-in.

 Range of Analog IP and Q scales; O  2096, O  2-96, O Readouts   10096, switch activated. Analogue 
tilt scale O  7596 grade (digital IP S. Q O  102.496).
 Readability Analogue IP and Q0.0596 to 0.596, analogue tilt 196 grade (digital IP &L Q 0.196).
 Repeatability  0.0596 to   196 normally, depending on frequency, coil spacing S. conditions.
 Signal Powerline comb filter, continuous spherics noise dipping, Filtering autoadjusting time constants and 
other filtering.

 Warning Lights Rx signal and reference warning lights to indicate potential errors.
 Survey Depth From surface down to 1.5 times coil separation used.

 Transmitter I10Hz:220atm 220Hz: 215atm 440Hz:210atm 880Hz: 200atm
Dipole moments 1760Hz: 160atm 3520Hz: 80atm 7040Hz:40atm 14080Hz: 20atm -Reference Cable Lightweight 

unshielded 4/2 conductor teflon cable for maximum temperature range and for minimum friction.
 Intercom Voice communication link via reference cable.

 Rx Power Supply Four standard 9V batt (0.5Ah, alk). Life 30 hrs continuous duty, less in cold weather. 
Rechargeable batt optional.

 Tx Power Supply Rechargeable sealed gel type lead acid 12V-13Ahr batt (4x 6V-6V4AH) in canvas belt. Opt 
12V-8Ahr light duty belt pack.
 Tx Battery For 110-120/220-240VAC, 50/60/400 Hz and 12-15VDC supply Charger operation, automatic 
float charge mode, three charge status indicator lights. Output 14.4V-1.25A nominal.
 Operating Temp -40"C to -H60"C

 Rx weight 8 kg -Tx weight 16 kg with standard batt. 
IP^n-Phase/Q^Quadrature/^ Horizontal/V= Vertical/ PL = Powerline
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10.1.3 HLEM Theory
 The MaxMin I is a frequency domain, horizontal loop electromagnetic (HLEM) system, based on measuring 
the response of conductors to a transmitted, time varying electromagnetic field. The transmitted, or primary 
EM field is a sinusoidally varying field at any of the eight varying frequencies. This field induces an 
electromotive force (emf), or voltage, in any conductor through which the field passes (defined by Faraday's 
Law). The emf causes a secondary current to flow in the conductor in turn generating a secondary 
electromagnetic field. This changing secondary field induces an emf in the receiver coil (by Faraday's Law) at 
the same frequency, but which differs from the primary field in magnitude and phase. The difference in phase 
(phase angle) is a function of the conductance of the conductor(s), both the target and the overburden, and 
host rode The magnitude of the secondary field is dependant on the conductance, dimension, depth, geometry 
as well as on the interference from the overburden and host rock. The two parameters, phase angle and 
magnitude are measured by measuring the strength of the secondary field in two components; the real field, 
In-phase with the primary field, and the imaginary field, Quadrature or 90 0 out-of-phase from the primary 
field. The magnitude and phase angle of the response is also a function of the frequency of the primary field. 
A higher frequency field generates a stronger response to weaker conductors. A low frequency tends to pass 
through weak conductors and penetrate to a deeper depth. The lower frequency also tends to energize the full 
thickness of a conductor, and give better measure of it's true conductivity-thickness " a " , in mho's per meter. 
For these reasons, two or more frequencies are usually used. A lower frequency for better penetration and a 
higher frequency for stronger response to weaker conductors. The transmitted primary field also creates an emf 
in the receiver coil, which is much stronger than that of the secondary and must be corrected for by the receiver. 
This is done by electronically creating an emf in the receiver, whose magnitude is determined by the distance
between the transmitter and receiver. The phase is derived from the receiver via an interconnecting cable.
10.1.4 Method
The MaxMin I is a two-man continuously portable EM system. Designed to measure both the vertical and 
horizontal In-Phase (EP) and Quadrature (QP) components of the anomalous field from electrically conductive 
zones. The plane of the Transmitter (Tx) was kept parallel to the mean slope between the TX and Receiver 
(Rx) at all times. This ensures a horizontal loop system measuring perpendicular to the anomalous targets. The 
grid being surveyed should also be secant chained in order to keep a constant separation (between Tx and Rx) 
to eliminate anomalous response derived from cable loss over rough terrain. Crews attempted to keep a constant 
separation for a qualitative survey. Three frequencies; 440Hz, 1760Hz, and 3520Hz were selected to resolve 
complex conductors if/when encountered. The 200 meter coil spacing, chosen to detect possible deep 
conductors also ensures a more consistent survey overall (a large spread gives better penetration over areas of 
conductive layers, eg. day). The crews read the cross-lines only to cut the geology at a perpendicular angle for 
better cross-over response.
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Ministty of
Northern Development
andMmes

Declaration of Assessment Work 
Performed on Mining Land

Mining Act, Subsection 65(2) and 66(3), R.S.0.1990

Transaction Number (office use)

0. 00.
isessment Files Research Imaging

lion 65(2) and 66(3) of the Mining Act. Under section 8 of the Mining Act, 

lent work and correspond with the mining land holder. Questions about this 

i Development and Mines, 3rd Floor, 933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury,

42A09NW2003 2.18565 KERRS 900

Instructions: - For work performed on Crown Lands before recording a claim, use form 0240. 

- Please type or print in ink.

1 . Recorded holder(s) (Attach a list if necessary)

Name io c\0 W. f
Client dumber

Addn
P.O.

Telephone Number

Fax Number

Name
\A\Vf ,

Client Number

Address O
Telephone Number

Fax Number

2. Type of work performed: Check (*0 and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.

Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys, 
assays and work under section 18 (regs)

Physical: drilling stripping, 
trenching and associated assays

Rehabilitation

Work Type

S

Dates WOrk 

Performed

From To

Day Month | Year Day ,| Month | Year

Office Use

Commodity

Total S Value of 
Work Claimed

NTS Reference

Global Positioning System Data (if available)
Mining Division!

M or G-Plan Number Resident Geologist 
District

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;

- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;

- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;

- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work,

- include two copies of your technical report.

3. Person or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)

4. Certification by Recorded Holder or Agent

i,__L , do hereby certify that l have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in

-.) (Print Name)

this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during or after its 

completion and, to the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true.

0241 103/97)



where work was performed, at the time work was performed. A map showing the contiguous link 
.^rnpany this form.

Claim Number. Or M 
wort WM don* on other eligible 
mining tend, enow In Ihla 
column DM location number 
indicated on the ctalffl map.

Number of Claim 
Unda. For other 
mining land, M 
heclarM.

Vafeoofwork 
poif ocmod on Me
dalm or other
-Mfct-fct-Bja fanftnwiing •no*

Value of work 
eppietfiolMt 
dalm.

VahMof worti 
aaatgned to other 
mining dalme.

Bank. Value of work 
lo be dlttribirtad 
at a future data.

TB7827 16 ha 126,625 N/A 124,000 62.825

•0 1234567 12 124,000

1234568 68,892 1 4.0* 64.892

i
o 2 8

• : a a ei ^ 7

L
L?l2-U)i*l

, 8

, 9 LL
10 L-12102.9 g

IZ, 0
.?/ "L

Coluimn T(otale

L- Qi nPLI J .

30
^.U-^"" , do hereby certify that the above work credits are eligible under

subsection 7 (1) of We Assessment Work Regulation 6/96 for assignment to contiguous claims or for application to 

the dalm where the work was done.
Signature at Recorded Holder or'

8. Instructions for cutting back credits that are not approved.

Some of the credits claimed in this declaration may be cut back. Please check ( * ) In the boxes below to show how

you wish to prioritize the deletion of credits:
D 1. Credits are to be cut back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 or 4 as Indicated. 
D 2. Credits are to be cut back starting with the claims Hsted last, working backwards; or 
D 3. Credits are to be cut back equally over all ctelms listed in this declaration; or 
D 4. Credits are to be cut back as prioritized on the attached appendix or as follows (describe):

Note: H you have not 
followed by option

be deleted, credits will be cut back from the Bank first,
number

For Office Use Only
Received Stamp Data Notification SentRECEIVED

LARDER LAKE
MiNINQ DIVISION

LCj 
JUN /* 1996

DMfiwd Approved Date

DataApprovM Total vahM of CTMR Approved

Approved for Recording by Mining Recorder (Signature)



-Ontario MJntotry ol Statement of Costs 
for AttMtmtnt Credit

(Transaction Number (oMce tnij l

Iwq 8*0. 003faS l

Pereonai Information coNocied on INe term le obtained under the authority ot •ubMcUon 6(1) ol the AasoMment Work Regulation 6/96. Under 

ooctton t of the MMng Act. the Information It a pubic record. TMa Information wM be wed to review the a*M*iment work and correspond with 

Hw mtntng land holder. Queettone about thla eoMedton ilwW be oVerted to the OiW MWng 0*coroer. MWrtry ol North*fn i 

Mnee. 0th Floor, 033 Rameey Lake Road. Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 686.

Work Type

l—VOCCxvVV v^ c^ —
L,'

*

; L. e.

Units of Work
on lha typo ol work, Ml the number 

of houri/dayt worked, metre* ot drtWno. kto- 
metrM ol jrW Una, number ol aamplati etc.

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

:t- ^T^TOu^^-Vs.^ O

m 1 1)398
and Lodging Costs

Cost Per Unit 
off work

...55p,O D

Total Cost

513.8.00

5 p.-

Total Value of Assessment Work

Calculations of Filing Discounts:

1. Work filed within two years ol performance is claimed at lOOW) of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.

2. If work Is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at 50"Mi of the Total

' Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 Total S value of worked claimed.

Note: *
- Work older than 5 years is not eligible for credit. *
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed In this statement of costs within 45 days ol a 

request for verification and/or correction/clarification. If vertflcatlcr. end/or cc"scUir,.'i!arHicaUon '^^"Pf^firH18 

Minister may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted.____ LARDER LAKE

-' 
"~ "MINING DTViSfON ~"~

Certification verlfylng^costs: 

l. , do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may
(pl**M pf Int M nm

reasonably be determined and the costs were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on

the accompanying Declaration of Work form as 

to make this certification.

(recorded hokWrT or MM* company position with dgrring authority)
am authorized



OntarioMinistry of Ministere du
Northern Development Developpement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines

GeoscieTiLB7\ssessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road

August 28, 1998 6th Floor
Sudbury, Ontario

2973090 CANADA INC. P3E 6B5
152, CHEMIN DE LA MINE ECOLE
VAL D'OR, QUEBEC Telephone: (888) 415-9846
J9P-4N7 Fax: (705) 670-5881

Visit our website at: 
www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/MINES/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm

Dear Sir or Madam: Submission Number: 2 .18565

Status 
Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9880.00365 Deemed Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice. Allowable changes to your credit distribution can be made by contacting the Geoscience Assessment 
Office within this 45 Day period, otherwise assessment credit will be cut back and distributed as outlined in 
Section #6 of the Declaration of Assessment work form.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Steve Beneteau by e-mail at 
benetest@epo.gov.on.ca or by telephone at (705) 670-5855.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 12718 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2 .18565

Date Correspondence Sent: August 28, 1998 Assessor: Steve Beneteau

Transaction First Claim 
Number Number
W9880.00365 1220286

Section:
14 Geophysical EM

Township(s) l Area(s) 

COULSON, KNOX, WARDEN

Status
Deemed Approval

Approval Date

August 27, 1998

Correspondence to:
Resident Geologist 
Kirkland Lake, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):
Larry J. Stoliker
KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIO, CANADA

2973090 CANADA INC. 
VAL D'OR, QUEBEC

THOMAS JOHN ELI OBRADOVICH 
KIRKLAND LAKE, Ontario

LESLIE MICHAEL DYMENT 
Swastika, Ontario

Page: 1
Correspondence ID: 12718
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AREAS WITHDRAWN FROM DISPOSITION

M.R.O. - MINING RIGHTS ONLY 

S.R.O. -SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY 

M.+ S. - MINING AND SURFACE RIGHTS 

Description Order No. Date Disposition File

400 FOOT SURFACE RIGHTS RESERVATION AROUND ALL LAKtS 
AND RIVERS

NOTICE OF FORESTRY ACTIVITY
TWS TOWNSHP ; AREA FALLS W1THJN THE ——— 
WATABEAG MANAGEMENT UNIT
AMD MAY"BE"suBJEcf TO"FORESTR"Y OPERATIONS.

UWTfOKESTER FOR THS AREA CAN BE 
AT: P.O. BOX 129

SWASTIKA, ONT. 
POK ITO 
705-642-3223

THE INFORMATION THAT 
APPEARS ON THIS MAP 
HAS BEEN COMPILED 
FROM VARJOUS SOURCES, 
AND ACCURACY IS NOT 
GUARANTEED. THOSE 
WISHING TO STAKE MIN 
ING CLAIMS SHOULD CON 
SULT WITH THE MINING 
RECORDER, MINISTRY OF 
NORTHERN DEVELOP 
MENT AND MINES, FOR AD 
DITIONAL INFORMATION 
ON THE STATUS OF THE 
LANDS SHOWN HEREON.
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ID 
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KERRS TWP.

1227037

J2I3365
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l ro l
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I226595

I222493

ri——t—-
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MUNRO TWR
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COPY OF THIS MYLAR 
ARCHIVED DEC 3O/9!
ARCHIVED NOV. 8, 1994

ARCHIVED JULY 24/96

LEGEND
HIGHWAY AND ROUTE No.

OTHER ROADS

TRAILS
SURVEYED LINES:

TOWNSHIPS. BASE LINES, ETC.
LOTS, MINING CLAIMS. PARCELS, ETC 

UNSURVEYED LINES:
LOT LINES
PARCEL BOUNDARY
MINING CLAIMS ETC. 

RAl LWAY AND RIGHT OF WAY 

UTILITY LINES 

NON-PERENNIAL STREAM 

FLOODING OR FLOODING RIGHTS 

SUBDIVISION OR COMPOSITE PLAN 

RESERVATIONS 

ORIGINAL SHORELINE 

MARSH OR MUSKEG 
MINES v 

TRAVERSE MONUMENT

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS

TYPE OF DOCUMENT SYMBOL

PATENT, SURFACE S* MINING RIGHTS-— ............^. *

.SURFACE RIGHTS ON LY-———.-,,........,- O

" .MINING RIGHTS ONLY———...-...........-. Q

LEASE, SURFACE ft MINING RIGHTS.,——————- B
" .SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY._—— ^.——...—— H 

" .MINING RIGHTS ONLY......™™,——-—— O

LICENCE OF OCCUPATION ..————————...——— T

ORDER-IN-COUNCIL ...——_——————-—————. OC

RESERVATION ____.—___._.———_.——...-—. © 

CANCELLED ___...——___^.—————.....- — ®
SAND ft GRAVEL .__—.___——————————,- ©

SCALE: 1 INCH = 40 CHAINS

FEET
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O 200 
METRES

fOOO
11 KM)

20OO
(3 K M)

TOWNSHIP

WARDEN
M.N.R. ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT

COCHRANE
MINING DIVISION

LARDER LAKE•*
LAND TITLES/ REGISTRY

COCHRANE

RECEIVED
JUL 1 5 1938

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT

Ministry of
Natural
Resources

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ontario

Date
FEBRUARY 1990

CIRCULATED INTO SERVICE MAY II/9C

W f-H.

Number

G-3727

42A09NVJ2003 2.18565 KERRS 200
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DeTroyes

it ibi De Troyses

Ab i f i b i 
De

Provincial

Abitibi De Troyes
Provincial

1226624

IP22800

^2303 23636

tOW N SC QVU L S O N

Ministry of
Natural
Resources

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ontario

INDEX TO LAND DISPOSITION

PLAN

G-3527
TOWNSHIP

KNOX

M.N.R. ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT

KIRKLAND LAKE/COCHRANE
MINING DIVISION

LARDER LAKE
LAND TITLES/REGISTRY DIVISION

COCHRANE

Scale 1:20 000

1000 1000 2000
Metre* Mvtr**

1000 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
Feet

9000 10000
^I^^- .T) f*et

Contour Interval 10 Metres

AREAS WITHDRAWN FROM DISPOSITION
MRO- Mining Rights Only
SRO- Surface Rights Only
M + S - Mining and Surface Rights

Description Order No. Date Disposition File

SYMBOLS
Boundary

Township, Meridian, Baseline.

Road allowance; surveyed 
shoreline.

Lot/Concession; surveyed, 
unsurveyed

Parcel; surveyed
unsurveyed

Right-of-way; road
railway .............

\ utility

Reservation

Cliff, Pit, Pile

Contour
Interpolated
Approximate
Depression.

Control point (horizontal) 

Flooded land 

Mine head frame 

Pipeline (above ground)

Railway; single track, 
double track 
abandoned

Road; highway, county, township 
access

,...... A

O
l

Ol

O
x

H
^
TJ

trail, bush 

Shoreline (original). 

Transmission line 

Wooded area...............

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS
Patent

Surface 4 Mining Rights 
Surface Rights Only 
Mining Rights Only.

.e 
e

Lease
Surface 4 Mining Rights ..................... M
Surface Rights Only......................... .H
Mining Rights Only.......................... .H

Licence of Occupation ......................... .T

Order-in-Council.............................. .OC

Cancelled ..................,................. ®

Reservation................................... f

Sand SL Gravel................................. ©

CIRCULATED 
DEC. 21,1993. 
ARCHIVED JULY 8/97

Map base and land disposition drafting by Surveys and Mapping 
Branch, Ministry of Natural Resources.

The disposition of land, location of lot fabric and parcel boundaries on 
this index was compiled for administrative purposes only.
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42A09NW2003 2 .18565

PLAN l
Sterling Pacific Resources

Picket Line Map 

Shallow Rwer FVoperfy

CaJaui TcWOt^, NurtTicuat C^ltOnO

PonjfincHtrin) Ouaoi

GEOSERVE CANADA INC JAN 1988

l-***)
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MAX-MIN HORIZONTAL LOOP LEGEND

FREQUENCY 
IN PHASE ' 
OUT PHASE

COIL SEPARATION 
150 m.
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-25!
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posrnc tjf 
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PLAN 2
Sterling Pacific Resources

HLEM SURVEY 

Shallow River Property

Codscn Townshp, NorthKist Cntario

GEOSERVE CANADA INC JAN 1988 42A09NW2003 2.18565 KERRS 240
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MAX-MIN HORIZONTAL LOOP LEGEND

FREQUENCY l?60Hz
m PHASE —
OUT PHASE - - -

COIL SEPARATION 
150 m.

PLAN 3

Sterling Pacific Resources
HLEM SURVEY 

Shallow Rfver Property

COufacn Tcwnshp, Nalheast Qitario 

Pbfcupre Wring Dwsicn

GEOSERVE CANADA fNC JAN 1988

Aero-Input Anornay 
Conductance

42A09NW2003 2.18565 KERRS 250


